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Discover why a Managed Print strategy has
become so popular for SMBs!

Is Your Print Environment Out of Control?
Let Us Show You How You Can Print Less and Spend Less!
We offer document technology solutions that put you back in control of your print environment. We’ve helped many customers get their office printing, print-related volume and
costs under control. The experience we’ve gained has given us tremendous insight into how
we can help your office print less and print for less!
On the following pages, we’ll show you shocking office print statistics and facts that
illustrate the need for businesses of all sizes to develop employee print protocols, policies
and controls. Businesses without any print controls or user restrictions produce excess waste
and drive up the cost of their print environment. This guide will provide you with ideas and
solutions you can implement to immediately begin to control your print environment and
significantly reduce costs.
For years, we’ve been hearing about the “paperless office of the future.” While the
technology is available to significantly reduce paper use, most organizations are heavily
reliant upon paper for their core business functions. While digital documentation is
beginning to impact the traditional office, paper producers are predicting a global
downturn in paper demand of only 1-3% through 2020. Based on these figures, it looks like
the “paperless office” is still a few years away.
Until then, chances are you need a plan to manage your office print environment. We’re
here and we’re ready to help!
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Are You Looking to Print Less and Spend Less?
Ask Yourself These Preliminary Questions:
• Does your office currently have a print policy in place?
• Do you know exactly how many printers you employ in your organization?
• Do you know exactly how much your office spends on print every month?
• Has your office recently completed a comprehensive print assessment?
• Do you have a recycling plan in place for empty toner cartridges and paper waste?
If you answered NO to any of the above questions, or you’re not sure, chances are you’re
printing and spending more than you need to. We’ve found that the best option for clients
who need help answering these questions is to take advantage of
a free comprehensive print assessment to help them understand
the current state of their print environment.

?

What Is a Print Assessment?
A print assessment is a non-intrusive software based
process. We come to your office and deploy a simple
software application to collect fact-based data on your
business’ current print devices, print volumes,
cost-per-page, overall print environment costs and
workflows. Gaining this insight into the current state of
your print environment allows you to quickly identify
areas for improvement, including opportunities to print
less, spend less and improve document-related workflows
that will boost your team’s productivity.
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Print Environment Facts: The Shocking Truth
You may think that your office is the only one with room for improvement, but the fact is
you’re not alone. Here are some recent shocking statistics and facts that show the current
inefficiencies in most offices right now.

90% of companies don’t know how

many printers that have, or what they
are spending on print.

Office print expenses are typically the
THIRD HIGHEST business expense
after rent and payroll.

A small office copier or MFP uses

70% of used print cartridges end up in

approximately $225 in energy
annually.

landfills where they can take hundreds
of years to decompose.

The typical employee prints an average
of 10,000 PAGES per year at an

The average lifespan of a printed
document is LESS THAN FIVE

37 – 41% of print-related expenses are

40 – 60% of help desk calls are print

The ratio of prints made to copies is 4:1.

17% of all documents printed are never

average annual cost of $725.

unaccounted for, avoiding formal
procurement approvals.

MINUTES!

related

even used!

How many of these points can you recognize in your company’s print environment?

CT! Did you know that if you filled the average
A
F
N
FU

automobile gas tank with inkjet liquid toner it
would cost over $35,000!

What Is an Employee Print Policy (EPP)?

An EPP is a set of guidelines, rules or protocols that are implemented by
management and is understood and followed by engaged employees.
Some print policies are loosely managed, while others may include specific
directives as to what an employee can print and which devices they have
access to.
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How Did Office Printing Get So Out Of Control?
Back in the pre-computer era, there were typewriters and copiers. Documents were pretty
easy to manage and control. Today with computers, inkjet and laser printers, multifunction
printers, fax machines, copiers and other devices capable of producing “hard copy”
information, it’s easy to see how print volumes and rising costs can become an issue in an
unmanaged print environment.

Some Common Office Print Challenges Today’s Businesses Face
Fractured Ownership (IT vs
Purchasing)
Is your print strategy fractured?
Often Purchasing buys or
leases the copiers, while IT buys
the printers and supplies.
Who is in control?
Low Cost Visibility
With no way to track print
usage across devices it
becomes difficult to know
exactly what your print is
costing your organization.
Unpredictable Budgets
The cost of printing can rival
other operating expenses like
utilities and communications
which are more predictable.
Do you have controls in place
to gain visibility over your print
costs?
Multiple Invoices
Do you have a variety of print
vendors invoicing your office?
Each one requires processing
and payment. Streamlining
your print expenses down to a
single vendor can save time
and money.
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Uncontrolled Colour Print
Colour printing is expensive and
many organizations struggle to
control costs. Colour prints can cost
5 to 10 times the cost of printing
the same page in black and white.
No User Restrictions
Anyone with a mouse makes a
buying decision every time they
make a print in black and white or
colour. Despite the fact many
companies have placed restrictions
on mobile phone use, gasoline and
travel expenses and the use of
courier services to control costs and
abuse, office printing often lacks any
controls or rules.
Redundancy
Do you have more print devices
than you really need? Most offices are using older legacy systems
rather than upgrading to newer
technology. Old technology can
increase maintenance, energy and
consumables costs.
Expensive Supplies
Print consumables are expensive.
That toner inventory in your supply
closet is probably worth more than
you think. Managing an office full of
devices creates the need for
expensive inventory and waste that
can be avoided under a Managed
Print Services program.

What Is Managed Print Services?
Our exclusive Managed Print Service programs provide solutions that remove the burden of
print from your team freeing their time to focus on core business initiatives. Professional
on-site and remote services virtually eliminate downtime, improve usage and offer better
cost visibility allowing for predictable budgeting and a greener print strategy.
Our Managed Print solutions provide positive business outcomes including:
• Significant Cost Savings

• Less Waste

• Budget Predictability

• Reduced IT Burden

• Improved Uptime

• Greener Strategies and Recycling Opportunities

Practical Ideas You Can Use to Print Less and Spend Less
Here are some easy to implement, proven ideas you can use to positively impact your print
volumes and costs.

Re-set Print Drivers – Cut your paper use in half by resetting your printer
driver defaults to print two-sided black and white documents.
Print Colour Sparingly – Colour print should be used on an as-needed basis.

Print in-house documents in black and white.

Avoid Printing Emails – Printed emails are the number one cause of

avoidable waste.

Print Multiple Images on One Page – Reduce paper consumption and costs
for reports, presentations and more.

Reduce the Font Size – Fit more text per page to reduce avoidable waste.
Send Large Jobs to a Larger Print Device – Use less energy, get jobs printed
faster and improve the reliability of smaller devices.

Use Digital Documents Whenever Possible – Avoid printing by scanning,
storing and sharing digital documents.

Turn Off Devices at Close of Business – Powering down at the end of the
business day will reduce energy costs during evenings and weekends.
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Are You Ready to Get your Print Environment
Under Control?
Start with A FREE Print Assessment
The first step to creating an effective print management
strategy is to start with the facts. Our complimentary print
assessment provides you with immediate insight into your
company’s actual print behaviours, volumes and costs with
little effort. Monitoring softwaretechnology makes the
process easy and non-disruptive. We install software that
monitors your print devices and captures data over a
predetermined length of time. The data is collected and used
to create a fact-based report that can enable you to
evaluate the current state of your print environment and
identify opportunities to reduce costs, boost productivity and
reduce avoidable waste.

Our Fact-Based Report Includes:
• Complete Inventory of all Print Devices – Both networked and offline devices
• Usage by Device – Black and white and colour print volumes
• Actual Print Costs – By page, device and overall
• User Activities – By department or end-user
• Energy Consumption – For all hard copy devices
• Recycling Practices – Paper and user cartridge disposal

Upon reviewing our report you’ll be able to make fact-based, educated decisions on
short-term and long-term opportunities that may include benchmarking your business
against similar organizations.
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We Offer Three Popular Print Assessment Opportunities

1

The One Day
Print Assessment

We’ll come in and give
you a snapshot of what
your current print
volumes are in less than
24 hours! We come to
your facility before work
hours to collect a meter
reading on your print
devices and then return
at the end of the day and
do it again. You’ll receive
a snapshot of your
current print volumes
and costs that will help
you to identify
immediate opportunities
to save or improve.

2

Complimentary
Print Assessment
Service

This is our most popular
option! You get access to
our print monitoring
software which
automatically works in the
background to collect
fact-based data on your
actual print volumes and
costs. We’ll present you
with a detailed report of
our findings so you can
make a fact-based,
educated decision on
specific opportunities for
your business. Most
companies can identify
opportunities to lower their
costs by up to 30% from
this service alone!

3

Professional
Services

For larger companies with
multiple locations or an
international footprint, we
suggest a more strategic
approach to collect and
analyze data on a larger
scale. You will benefit from
our industry specific
experience with
benchmarking metrics and
proven best practices to
achieve your business
objectives.

Are you ready to get your print environment under control, lower your operating
costs, improve your productivity and implement sustainable business practices?
Give us a call and speak with a representative about our Managed Print Services solutions and to
arrange a free comprehensive print assessment today!
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